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J A E P L 
The Assembly for Expanded Perspectives on Learning (AEPL), an official 
assembly of the National Council of Teachers of English, is open to all those 
interested in extending the frontiers of teaching and learning beyond traditional 
disciplines and methodologies. 
The purposes of AEPL, therefore, are to provide a common ground for 
theorists, researchers, and practitioners to explore ideas on the subject; to 
participate in programs and projects on it; to integrate these efforts with others 
in related disciplines; to keep abreast of activities along these lines of inquiry; 
and to promote scholarship on and publication of these activities. 
T he Journal of the Assembly for Expanded Perspectives on Learning, 
JAEPL, meets this need. It provides a forum to encourage research, theory, and 
classroom practices involving expanded concepts of language. It contributes to a 
sense of community in which scholars and educators from pre-school through the 
university exchange points of view and cutting-edge approaches to teaching and 
learning. JAEPL is especially interested in helping those teachers who 
experiment with new strategies for learning to share their practices and confirm 
their validity through publication in professional journals. 
Topics of interest include but are not limited to: aesthetic, emotional, and 
moral intelligence; archetypes; body wisdom; care in education; creativity; felt 
sense theory; healing; holistic learning; humanistic and transpersonal psychology; 
imaging; intuition; kinesthetic knowledge; meditation; narration as knowledge; 
reflective teaching; silence; spirituality; and visualization. 
Membership in AEPL is $20. Contact Shobhana Rishi, AEPL Membership 
Chair, 505 Broderick Ave., Modesto, CA 95350. email: shobha@bigvalley.net. 
Membership includes that year's issue of JAEPL. 
Send submissions, address changes, and single copy requests to 
Linda T. Calendrillo, Co-Editor, JAEPL, College of Arts & Sciences, 1500 N. 
Patterson, Valdosta, GA 31698. email: ltcalend @valdosta.edu 
Address letters to the editor and all other editorial correspondence to 
Kristie S. Fleckenstein, Co-Editor, JAEPL, Department of English, Florida State 
University, Tallahassee, FL 32306. email: kfleckenstein@english.fsu.edu 
Visit our JAEPL website at <http://sworps.utk.edu/aepl/jaepl>. 
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Editors' Message 
In 1846, Soren Kierkegaard set forth the limits of logical systems and objective truth, neither of which can shed light on the important questions of life. "In 
logical systems," the nineteenth century Danish philosophy argues, "nothing may 
be incorporated that has a relationship to existence, that is not indifferent to 
existence" (141) because a logical system is purely speculative. Existence is an 
actuality, a doing. Logical systems cannot account for the necessary leap in life 
between almost doing something-thinking about doing something (and 
Kierkegaard's example is taking the bar exam)-and actually doing the thing. 
Similarly, objective knowledge "goes along leisurely on the long road of approxi­
mation" but never hurries to grapple with the material enactment of its contem­
plation. Unlike Socrates, Kierkegaard says, who posits the "if' of immortality 
and then, by drinking hemlock, leaps into the uncertainty of that "if' to plummet 
its possibilities, logical systems and objective truth never confront the "if." 
However, subjective truth can inform questions of existence because, spurred 
by passion, it "contend[s] with uncertainty" and focuses not on the object of in­
quiry but on the relationship between the inquirer and the object of inquiry. It 
focuses on the space between, on the necessary leap between. Here is where we 
can find answers that will shed light on the important questions of our existence. 
The essays in this volume align with Kierkegaard and embrace the possibili­
ties of "if'; they emphasize in various ways the vitality and vitalness of leaping 
into uncertainty for it is here that marvelous learning potential and teaching 
moments exist. 
We open with Lynn Z. Bloom and Carla Hill, who, in "High Stakes 
Gambling in the Master Class," chart the risk and rewards of "if." From the per­
spectives of a honors thesis advisor and an advisee, the authors examine what 
they call the "unarticulated intangibles" that enable a student to produce quality 
work seemingly out of "thin air." At the heart of this process is a high stakes 
gamble where teacher and learner both "play their hunches" and thus plunge into 
uncertainty. By trusting to a belief beyond logic and reason, they both "hit the 
jackpot." 
Bloom and Hill provide a template for leaping into uncertainty and demon­
strate its importance-the leap and the uncertainty-for teaching and learning. Our 
remaining authors also explore the rewards (and the fears) of diving into the pos­
sibilities of "if," and they do so from perspectives that privilege, in turn, the 
uncertainties of bodies, emotions, and creativity, all realms that align with and 
exist beyond logical systems and objective truth. 
Judith Beth Cohen and Carolina Mancuso, in separate articles, focus on the 
role of what Cohen calls the "missing body" in education. In "The Missing Body: 
Yoga and Higher Education," Cohen claims that student passivity is one of the 
greatest obstacles to learning; such passivity results in part from teaching strate­
gies that treat students as "talking heads" rather than learning bodies. Cohen pro­
poses that Yoga can combat student passivity through "kinesthetic, somatic, and 
cognitive integration." Also concerned with the Western division between mind 
and body, Carolina Mancuso in "Bodies in the Classroom: Integrating Physical 
Literacy" argues for the importance of leaping into the body to learn with it in­
stead of in spite of or against it. She says, "It is as if a shroud covers the depth 
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and breadth of the body's capability, and we fear its power over us." Mancuso 
advocates helping students access and explore their "body stories" as an essen­
tial move in tapping the richness of uncertain knowledge that can lead to 
Kierkegaard's subjective truth. 
Hildy Miller and Stephanie Paterson shift attention from the body as a whole 
organism to one aspect of bodies: the domain of emotions. Both zero in on the 
importance of emotion in teaching and learning, the former arguing for a rhetoric 
of desire and the latter exploring the lash of fear. In "Writing Aphrodite: Imagin­
ing a Rhetoric of Desire for a Feminist Writing Course," Miller identifies a nag­
ging problem with students' academic writing: "a lack of feeling and aesthetic 
qualities, a general joylessness in its language, and a repetitiveness in its worn 
out discourse forms." Such writerly ennui especially affects women who con­
tinue to feel displaced in the academic milieu. Her response is a rhetoric of de­
sire which can reanimate student, especially women's, writing. The vehicle of 
that reanimation is the archetypal image of Aphrodite, who, because she stands 
for "the most audacious creativity," can serve as an "image for a feminist rheto­
ric of desire." 
In '"Lashing Out at "Intellectuals'": Facing Fear on Both Sides of the Desk," 
Paterson adds another dimension to emotions. She explores the way in which fear of 
intellectual confusion-engendered by the "opacity" of academic prose-can motivate 
a student to attack through writing a teacher's agenda. Reciprocally, Paterson explores 
her own fear-a panicked reaction to what was initially perceived as a personal attack­
that guided her response. In a student-teacher dialogue, both explore the terrors of 
learning and teaching so that they might discover not how to avoid fear and uncer­
tainty but how to learn from and in the midst of both. 
Finally, Rich Murphy and Susan Schiller return us to questions of curricu­
lum. How might the leap into uncertainty be codified through a curriculum or a 
course syllabus? Murphy in "McLuhan's Warning, Frye's Strategy, Emerson's 
Dream" offers a curricular vision based on writing poetry. He argues for the place 
of poetic writing in all English classes, from literature to WAC programs. Such 
writing, Murphy contends, requires students to engage in associative and induc­
tive thinking, leading to realization of the "dream of the citizen-poet," an indi­
vidual who can shape a creative life that contributes to the civic good of the 
community. 
Susan Schiller in "Uniting Creativity and Research: A Holistic Approach to 
Learning" advocates a sea change in the traditional approach to the research pa­
per. Creativity-grappling with chaos and uncertainty-has been stripped from con­
ventional research writing pedagogy. The goal is not to separate research and 
creativity but to balanced them. One way to do this is through a holistic peda­
gogy that engages the learner's intellect, body, spirit, and social being in the 
research enterprise. She demonstrates the possibilities of such an approach with 
examples of her students' work in two courses based on holistic pedagogy. 
That which is certain, the OED tells us, is "determined, fixed, settled; not 
variable or fluctuating; unfailing." So a certainty is a truth that is likewise deter­
mined, fixed, and settled. It is a truth that is done, bereft of possibilities. An 
uncertainty, however, is ripe with potential, ripe with learning, ripe with insights 
into the issues that continue to beg for our attention. The essays in this volume of 
JAEPL invite us to leap into that uncertainty and find there moments of learning 
and teaching. 
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